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From the Editor
“The world as we have created it is a process of our
thinking. It cannot be changed without changing our
thinking.” – Albert Einstein
I firmly believe in this quote and it is so relevant in
present times when the Real Estate and architecture
segment is going through a roller coaster.
Real Estate is one of the major deciding factors of a
country’s growth. Over the past few years, the country
has seen tremendous change and growth in the adaption
of technology, which is a great sign of the country’s
development in the Real Estate segment.
In this edition of Architecture India, the cover story published is covering one of the
Architecture sector, “Innovations in Façade Design around the World”. We have discussed
in-depth how architects all around the world are implementing new façade design
technologies in Architecture and Construction. We have also discussed few major projects
around the World and in India.
In the section, Special Coverage, we are covering two topics i.e. "Climate Control in HighRise Buildings" and “3D Printed Construction around the World”. We have discussed the
distinctive features of some of the projects and their USPs. Also, we have mentioned few
unique projects around the world which are different from common buildings of
architecture.
This issue also covers the profiles of the top leading Architectural and Real Estate firms
across India, who have great expertise in the sector as well as have explored, initiated and
tried implementing their ideas. We have also covered their upcoming projects and well
their successfully completed projects, their achievements and the methods and ideologies
they use during their ongoing project designing and planning.
Another section of the Issue also covers all the latest updates and developments from
different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key
developments in India and globally.
I wish you a happy and interesting reading!!
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Architectural Briefs - National
Ajnara Fragrance, a residential project in Raj Nagar Extension, Ghaziabad, to be delivered by Jun 2024
Backed by robust infrastructure
and job creations, the real
estate of Delhi/NCR is boosting.
Ajnara Group is coming up with
its new residential project that is
"Ajnara Fragrance" located in
Raj Nagar Extension, Ghaziabad.
This RERA registered newly
launched project is expected to
be delivered in Jun 2024. The

builder has used a total
area of 5.08 acres, which
will be having 2 residential
towers. This residential
project will be having 460
residential units. The
builder is providing three
options to its buyers, i.e.
2BHK, 3BHK & 4BHK. The
carpet area for 2BHK will

be 709.77 - 970.15 sq. ft., for 3BHK will be
850.89 - 1,201.79 sq. ft. and for 4BHK will be
1,345.6 - 1,378 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹25 Lac and will go
up to ₹46 Lac. The residents of the society
would enjoy the facilities like gymnasium, lift,
basketball court, jogging track, swimming
pool & many more.

SG Grand, a residential project in Raj Nagar Extension, Ghaziabad, to be delivered by Sep 2021:
One of
the
most
robust
real
estate
markets of North India, Delhi/NCR has a blend
of properties in the luxury, average and

affordable part. SG Estates is coming up with
its new residential project that is "SG Grand"
located in Raj Nagar Extension, Ghaziabad.
This RERA registered under-construction
residential project is expected to be delivered
in Sep 2021. The builder has used a total area
of 5.98 acres, which will be having 6
residential towers. This residential project will
be having 946 residential units. The builder is

providing two options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK
& 3BHK. The carpet area for 2BHK will be 589
- 696 sq. ft., and for 3BHK will be 733 - 826 sq.
ft. The price for the apartments will start from
₹31 Lac and will go up to ₹40 Lac. The
residents of the society would enjoy the
facilities like gymnasium, lift, badminton
court, jogging track, swimming pool & many
more.

GHR Titania, a residential project in Kondapur, Hyderabad, to be delivered by Dec 2023:
Hyderabad is positioned as one of the most
robust real estate markets in India. GHR INFRA
is coming up with its new residential project
that is "GHR Titania" located in Kondapur,
Hyderabad. This RERA registered underconstruction residential project is expected to
be delivered in Dec 2023. The builder has used
a total area of 4.71 acres, which will be having
4 residential towers. This residential project

will be having 480 residential units.
The builder is providing two options
to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK & 3BHK. The
carpet area for 2BHK will be 1,270 1,284 sq. ft., and for 3BHK will be
1,686 - 2,509 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹77 Lac
and will go up to ₹1.49 Cr. The
residents of the society would enjoy the

facilities
like
gymnasium,
lift,
badminton court,
basketball
court,
jogging track, lawn
tennis
court,
swimming pool &
many more.

Purva Somerset House, a residential project in Guindy, Chennai South, to be delivered by Mar 2023:
Chennai's real estate
market is getting
energy on the back
of
rising
job
opportunities
and
infrastructural
progress. Puravankar
is coming up with its
new residential project that is "Purva
Somerset House" located in Guindy, Chennai

South. This RERA registered
residential project is expected to
be delivered in Mar 2023. The
builder has used a total area of 2
acres, which will be having 4
residential
towers.
This
residential project will be having
181 residential units. The builder
is providing three options to its buyers, i.e.
3BHK, 4BHK & 5BHK. The carpet area for

3BHK will be 1,890 - 2,672 sq. ft., for 4BHK will
be 2,475 - 3,765 sq. ft. and for 5BHK will be
2,400 sq. ft. The price for the apartments will
start from ₹2.54 Cr. and will go up to ₹4.18 Cr.
The residents of the society would enjoy the
facilities like gymnasium, lift, swimming pool
& many more.

Surya Humming Bird, a residential project in Whitefield, Bangalore East, to be delivered by Dec 2023:
The real estate market of Bangalore is
primarily end-user driven and that is one of
the notable factors that the market has been
seeing only positive extension. Surya Projects
a real estate builder is coming up with its new
residential project that is "Surya Humming
Bird" located in Whitefield, Bangalore East.
This RERA registered under-construction
project is expected to be delivered in Dec
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2023. The builder has
used a total area of 3
acres, which will be
having 3 residential
towers. This residential
project will be having
221 residential units.
The builder is providing two options to its
buyers, i.e. 2BHK & 3BHK. The carpet area for

2BHK will be 738.64 - 801.98 sq. ft.
& for 3BHK will be 884.08 1,077.22 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹64 Lac
& will go up to 90 Lac. The
residents would enjoy the facilities
like swimming pool, barbecue,
skating rink & many more.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Subha Elan, a residential project in Chandapura, Bangalore South, to be delivered by Mar 2023:
Subha Builders is
coming up with its
new
residential
project
that
is
"Subha
Elan"
located
in
Chandapura,
Bangalore South. This RERA & BMRDA

approved residential project is
expected to be delivered in
Mar 2023. The builder has
used a total area of 1.25 acres.
This residential project will be
having 132 residential units.
The builder is providing two
options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK & 3BHK. The

carpet area for 2BHK will be 460 - 742 sq. ft.
and for 3BHK will be 746 - 1,029 sq. ft. The
price for the apartments will start from ₹29
Lac and will go up to ₹45 Lac. The residents of
the society would enjoy the facilities like
gymnasium, lift, lawn tennis court, shopping
centre, library, earthquake resistance, power
backup and many more.

Vaishnavi Serene, a residential project in Yelahanka, Bangalore North, to be delivered by Dec 2022:
Bangalore is expanding in every aspect. The
major growth drivers of the city are the
booming IT sector that is creating various jobs.
This has also changed the real estate market
of the city very positively. Vaishnavi Group is
coming up with its new residential project
that is "Vaishnavi Serene" located in
Yelahanka, Bangalore North. This RERA
registered project is expected to be delivered
in Dec 2022. The builder has used a total area

of 10.82 acres,
which will be
having
8
residential
towers.
This
residential
project will be having 896 residential units.
The builder is providing three options to its
buyers, i.e. 1BHK, 2BHK & 3BHK. The carpet
area for 1BHK will be 450 sq. ft., for 2BHK will

be 900 - 1,116 sq. ft. and for
3BHK will be 774 - 777 sq. ft. The
price for the apartments will
start from ₹42 Lac and will go up
to ₹74 Lac. The residents of the
society would enjoy the facilities
like gymnasium, lift, badminton court,
basketball court, jogging track, lawn tennis
court, swimming pool and many more.

Nilaya Greens, a residential project in Raj Nagar Extension, Ghaziabad, to be delivered by May 2022:
Backed
by
robust
infrastructure and job
creations, the real
estate of Delhi/NCR is
boosting. Nilaya Infra is
coming up with its new
residential project that
is "Nilaya Greens" located in Raj Nagar
Extension, Ghaziabad. This RERA registered
under-construction project is expected to be

delivered in May
2022. The builder
has used a total
area of 9.46 acres,
which will be having
10
residential
towers.
This
residential project will be having 1654
residential units. The builder is providing two
options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK & 3BHK. The

carpet area for 2BHK will be 628.42 - 1,002.99
sq. ft. and for 3BHK will be 1,002.99 - 1,375 sq.
ft. The price for the apartments will start from
₹15 Lac and will go up to ₹30 Lac. The
residents of the society would enjoy the
facilities like lift, badminton court, basketball
court, golf course, jogging track, swimming
pool & many more.

Swati Parkside, a residential project in Shela, Ahmedabad West, to be delivered by Jun 2025:
The real estate market of Ahmedabad West
shows positivity with rising needs from
buyers and supply from developers. Swati
and Maheshraj Construction are coming up
with its new residential that is "Swati
Parkside" located in Shela, Ahmedabad West.
This RERA registered residential project is
expected to be delivered in Jun 2025. The
builder has used a total area of 5.09 acres,

which will be having 8
residential towers. This
residential project will
be
having
380
residential units. The
builder is providing two
options to its buyers,
i.e. 3BHK & 4BHK. The
carpet area for 3BHK will be 1,150 sq. ft. and

for 4BHK will be 1,482 - 1,780
sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from
₹85 Lac and will go up to 1.20
Cr. The residents of the
society would enjoy the
facilities like gymnasium, lift,
badminton court, basketball
court, swimming pool.

Amrit Heights, a residential project in Sushant Golf City, Lucknow, to be delivered by Jun 2024:
Lucknow, the capital of Uttar
Pradesh, is one of the fastestgrowing cities in India with a
strong
architectural
background. The city is
surrounded
by
Sitapur,
Raebareli, Barabanki, Unnao,
and Hardoi. Amrit Planners Pvt.
Ltd. is coming up with its new
residential project that is "Amrit Heights"
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located in Sushant Golf City,
Lucknow.
This
RERA
registered
project
is
expected to be delivered in
Jun 2024. The builder has
used a total area of 5.4
acres, which will be having 3
residential towers. This
residential project will be
having 305 residential units. The builder is

providing one-unit option to its buyers, i.e.
2BHK The carpet area for 2BHK will be 594.38
- 736.68 sq. ft. The price for the apartments
will start from ₹35 Lac. The residents of the
society will enjoy the facilities like swimming
pool, earthquake resistance, solar lighting
and many more. Being close to all
requirements, the project has good
connectivity to the rest of the city.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Sahu City, a residential project in Sultanpur Road, Lucknow, to be delivered by Apr 2024:
Lucknow is observing
growth in every aspect.
Hence, the real estate
market is also seeing
growth.
ahu
Land
Developers is coming up
with its new residential
project that is "Sahu City" located in Sultanpur
Road, Lucknow. This RERA registered project

is expected
to
be
delivered in
Apr 2024.
The builder
has used a
total area of
16.7 acres, the project will be having 21 floors
with 2516 residential units. The builder is

providing two options to its buyers, i.e. 1BHK
& 2BHK. The carpet area for 1BHK will be
399.88 sq. ft. and for 2BHK will be 648.1 sq. ft.
The price for the apartments will start from
₹18 Lac and will go up to 32 Lac. The residents
of the society would enjoy the facilities like
gymnasium, lift, community hall, garbage
disposal, car parking & many more.

Rishita Mulberry Heights, a residential project in Lucknow, to be delivered by Apr 2023:

The real estate market of Lucknow is on a
positive trajectory. Rishita Developers is

coming up with its new residential project
that is "Rishita Mulberry Heights" located
in Sushant Golf City, Lucknow. This underconstruction RERA registered project is
expected to be delivered in Apr 2023. The
builder has used a total area of 21.45
acres, which will be having 16 residential
towers. This residential project will be
having 1360 residential units. The builder is
providing two options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK

& 3BHK. The carpet area for 2BHK will be 803
- 1,196 sq. ft. and for 3BHK will be 1,195 1,473 sq. ft. The price for the apartments will
start from ₹52 Lac and will go up to 93 Lac. The
residents of the society would enjoy the
facilities like gymnasium, lift, basketball court,
jogging track, lawn tennis court, swimming
pool & many more.

Orchid Sky, a residential project in Shela, Ahmedabad West, to be delivered by Jun 2024:
The real estate market of
Ahmedabad
West
shows
positivity
with
rising
requirements from buyers and
supply from developers. Hn Safal
and Goyal Builders is coming up
with its new residential project
that is "Orchid Sky" located in
Shela, Ahmedabad West. This
RERA registered under-construction project

is expected
to
be
delivered in
Jun 2024.
The builder
has used a
total area of
5.5 acres,
which will
be having 12 residential towers. This

residential project will be having 666
residential units. The builder is providing two
options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK & 3BHK. The
carpet area for 2BHK will be 630.44 - 655.85
sq. ft. and for 3BHK will be 786.09 - 814.72 sq.
ft. The price for the apartments will start from
₹39 Lac and will go up to 54Lac. The residents
of the society would enjoy the facilities like
gymnasium, lift, swimming pool, car parking
and many more.

Shyam Heights, a residential project in Nava Vadaj, Ahmedabad West, to be delivered by Dec 2025:
Driven by both residential and commercial
real estate demands, the real estate scenario
of Ahmedabad West is on a positive track.
Shyamvijay Infrastructure, a real estate
company is coming up with its new
residential project that is "Shyam Heights"
located in Nava Vadaj, Ahmedabad West. This
RERA registered under-construction project
is expected to be delivered in Dec 2025. The

builder has used a total area of
1 acre, which will be having 3
residential
towers.
This
residential project will be
having 157 residential units. The
builder is providing one option
to its buyers, i.e. 3BHK. The
carpet area for 3BHK will be
870.26 - 1,001.04 sq. ft. The price for the

apartments will start
from ₹90 Lac. The
residents of the
society would enjoy
the facilities like table
tennis, gym, indoor
games and many
more.

ORO ELEMENTS, a residential project in Jankipuram Extension, Lucknow, to be delivered by Dec 2021:
Driven
by
both
residential
and
commercial
real
estate needs, the real
estate situation of
Lucknow is on a
positive path. ORO
Constructions a real
estate company is
coming up with its new residential project
that is "ORO ELEMENTS" located in
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Jankipuram
Extension,
Lucknow.
This
RERA registered
underconstruction
project is expected
to be delivered in
Dec 2021. The
builder has used a total area of 2.49 acres,
which will be having 3 residential towers. This

residential project will be having 288
residential units. The builder has given two
options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK & 3BHK. The
carpet area for 2BHK will 532.03 sq. ft. & for
3BHK will be 644.35 - 645.18 sq. ft. The price
for the apartments will start from ₹31 Lac and
will go up to ₹43 Lac. The residents would
enjoy the facilities like car parking, jogging
track, swimming pool and many more.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Amolik Sankalp, a residential project in Sector 85, Faridabad, to be delivered by Feb 2024:

One of the greatest real estate markets of
North India, Delhi/NCR has a mix of properties
in the luxury, middle and affordable segment.

Amolik Housing a real estate company is
coming up with its new residential project
that is "Amolik Sankalp" located in Sector 85,
Faridabad. This RERA registered underconstruction project is expected to be
delivered in Feb 2024. The builder has used a
total area of 5.4 acres, which will be having 12
residential towers. This residential project will
be having 790 residential units. The builder is

providing two options to its buyers, i.e. 1BHK
& 3BHK. The carpet area for 1BHK will be
333.5 - 337.12 sq. ft. & for 3BHK will be 645.84
sq. ft. The price for the apartments will start
from ₹15 Lac & will go up to ₹29 Lac. The
residents of the society would enjoy the
facilities like lift, community hall, grocery
shop, car parking & many more.

Godrej Palm Retreat, a residential project in Sector-150, Noida, to be delivered by Dec 2025:
With rising investments from
builders in regions like Noida,
Greater Noida, Gurgaon, and
Faridabad, the real estate of
Delhi/NCR is boosting. Godrej
Properties is coming up with its
new residential project that is
"Godrej Palm Retreat" located in Sector-150,
Noida. This RERA registered under-

construction project is
expected
to
be
delivered in Dec 2025.
The project will be
having 16 residential
towers
with
641
residential units. The
builder is providing four choices to its clients,
i.e. 1BHK, 2BHK, 3BHK & 4BHK. The carpet

area for 1BHK will be 721.5 sq. ft., for 2BHK
will be 894.37 - 1,411.47 sq. ft., for 3BHK will
be 1,383.27 - 2,225.65 sq. ft. and for 4BHK will
be 2,292.82 - 2,804.54 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹43 Lac & will go
up to ₹1.89 Cr. The residents of the society
would enjoy the facilities like badminton
court, jogging track, swimming pool & many
more.

Radiance Sapphire, a residential project in Sholinganallur, Chennai South, to be delivered by Sep 2021:
Chennai, recognized for its engineering and
manufacturing
companies,
IT/ITES
companies, and port-centric businesses, has
a real real estate market. Radiance Realty is
coming up with its new residential project
that is "Radiance Sapphire" located in
Sholinganallur, Chennai South. This RERA
registered under-construction project is
expected to be delivered in Sep 2021. The
builder has used a total area of 1.7 acres,

which will be
having
1
residential
tower.
This
residential
project will be
having
105
residential
units. The builder is providing two options to
its buyers, i.e. 2BHK & 3BHK. The carpet area

for 2BHK will be 1,103 - 1,201
sq. ft. & for 3BHK will be
1,346 - 1,612 sq. ft. The price
for the apartments will start
from ₹57 Lac & will go up to
₹70 Lac. The residents of the
society would enjoy the
facilities like gymnasium, lift,
basketball court, jogging track, swimming
pool, car parking & many more.

Casagrand Athens, a residential project in Mogappair, Chennai North, to be delivered by Oct 2022:

Casagrand Builder is coming up with its new
residential project that is "Casagrand Athens"

located in Mogappair, Chennai North with
the classic mixture of modern architecture
and arts to provide a comfortable living. This
RERA registered under-construction project
is expected to be delivered in Oct 2022. The
builder has used a total area of 8.09 acres,
with 75% of the open area. The residential
project will be having 953 residential units.
The builder is providing three options to its
buyers, i.e. 2BHK, 3BHK & 4BHK. The carpet

area for 2BHK will be 926 - 1,229 sq. ft., for
3BHK will be 1,351 - 1,850 sq. ft. & for 4BHK
will be 2,206 - 2,231 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹48 Lac & will go
up to ₹99 Lac. The project is built with all the
latest amenities like badminton court, golf
simulator, jogging track, lawn tennis court,
skating rink and many more.

DRA Centralia, a residential project in Navalur, Chennai South, to be delivered by Mar 2023:
Chennai is originally an end-user-driven real
estate market. The factors that influence the
determination of a buyer are connectivity,
proximity to IT/ITES companies, the civic
infrastructure, and the presence of facilities
in a project. DRA Projects Builders is coming
up with its new residential project that is
"DRA Centralia" located in Navalur, Chennai
South. This RERA registered underconstruction project is expected to be
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delivered in Mar
2023. The project will
be
having
1
residential
tower
with 178 residential
units. The builder has
given one option to
its buyers, i.e. 2BHK.
The carpet area for 2BHK will 979 - 1,053 sq.
ft. The price for the apartments will start from

₹42 Lac. The residents
of the society will enjoy
the
facilities
like
gymnasium, lift, car
parking, 24/7 power
backup, children's play
area and many more.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Brigade Cornerstone Utopia, a residential project in Bangalore East, to be delivered by Dec 2023:
The real estate market
of Bangalore is largely
end-user driven and
that is one of the
major factors that the
market
has
is
observing
only
positive
extension.
Brigade Group is
coming up with its new residential project
that is "Brigade Cornerstone Utopia" located

in Whitefield,
Bangalore
East. This RERA
registered
underconstruction
project
is
expected to be
delivered
in
Dec 2023. The builder has used a total area of
47 acres, with 80% of the open area. The

residential project will be having 2174
residential units. The builder is providing
three options to its buyers, i.e. 1BHK, 2BHK &
3BHK. The carpet area for 1BHK will be 435 451 sq. ft., for 2BHK will be 634 - 809 sq. ft. &
for 3BHK will be 1,389 - 1,905 sq. ft. The price
for the apartments will start from ₹63 Lac &
will go up to ₹1.24 Cr. The residents would
enjoy the facilities like gymnasium, lift,
basketball court, jogging track, lawn tennis
court, swimming pool & many more.

Salarpuria Sattva Signet, a residential project in Bangalore, to be delivered by Aug 2024:
The city is surely growing with a lot of IT
companies and major global brands building
offices in Bangalore. Salarpuria Properties, a
leading property development company is
coming up with its new residential project
that is "Salarpuria Sattva Signet" located in
Sarjapur Road, Bangalore. This RERA
registered newly launched project is
expected to be delivered in Aug 2024. The
builder has used a total area of 2.4 acres,

which
will
be
having 2 residential
towers.
This
residential project
will be having 208
residential units.
The builder is
providing
three
options to its buyers, i.e. 1BHK, 2BHK & 3BHK.
The carpet area for 1BHK will be 513 sq. ft.,

for 2BHK will be 748 - 755
sq. ft. & for 3BHK will be
972 - 1,153 sq. ft. The
price for the apartments
will start from ₹55 Lac &
will go up to ₹1.16 Cr.
The project is built with
all the latest amenities
like swimming pool, skating rink, lawn tennis
court & many more.

Ramky One Harmony, a residential project in Hyderabad, to be delivered by Feb 2025:
With countless job
openings
and
infrastructural
improvement,
Hyderabad is indeed
undergoing a growth in
the residential projects
compared to the other
metro cities. Ramky
Srisairam Properties Ltd. is coming up with its
new residential project that is "Ramky One

Harmony" located in
Pragathi
Nagar,
Hyderabad. This RERA
registered
underconstruction project is
expected
to
be
delivered in Feb 2025.
The builder has used a
total area of 9.9 acres,
which will be having 7 residential towers. This
residential project will be having 803

residential units. The builder is providing two
options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK & 3BHK. The
carpet area for 2BHK will be 1,155 - 1,295 sq.
ft. & for 3BHK will be 1,390 - 1,595 sq. ft. The
price for the apartments will start from ₹65
Lac & will go up to ₹78 Lac. The residents of
the society would enjoy the facilities like
indoor badminton court, gym, meditation
and yoga room and many more.

Prateek Canary, a residential project in Sector-150, Noida, to be delivered by Apr 2027:

Prateek Group is coming up with its new

residential project that is "Prateek Canary"
located in Sector-150, Noida. This RERA
registered newly launched project is
expected to be delivered in Apr 2027. The
builder has used a total area of 12.55 acres,
which will be having 9 residential towers. This
residential project will be having 664
residential units. The builder is providing
three options to its buyers, i.e. 3BHK, 4BHK &

6BHK. The carpet area for 3BHK will be
1,138.84 - 1,618.88 sq. ft., for 4BHK will be
2,555 - 3,355 sq. ft. & for 6BHK will be
3,751.64 sq. ft. The price for the apartments
will start from ₹90 Lac & will go up to ₹1.55
Cr. The residents of the society will enjoy the
facilities like parking, lift, cricket pitch,
swimming pool, children play area, and many
more.

Kavisha Amara, a residential project in Shela, Ahmedabad West, to be delivered by Dec 2023:
Kavisha Group is coming up with
its new residential project that is
"Kavisha Amara" located in
Shela, Ahmedabad West. This
RERA
registered
underconstruction project is expected
to be delivered in Dec 2023. The
builder has used a total area of
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1.5 acres, which will be having
3 residential towers. This
residential project will be
having 328 residential units.
The builder is providing two
options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK
& 3BHK. The carpet area for
the apartments ranges from

630 sq. ft. to 820 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹42 Lac & will go
up to ₹54 Lac. The residents of the society
would enjoy the facilities like indoor games,
jogging track, yoga/meditation area,
badminton court, 24/7 power backup, club
house, and many more.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Shaligram Prime, a residential project in Ahmedabad West, to be delivered by Feb 2025:

Driven by both residential and commercial
real estate demands, the real estate scenario
of Ahmedabad West is on a positive track.

Shaligram Group is coming up with its
new residential project that is
"Shaligram Prime" located in South
Bopal, Ahmedabad West. This RERA
registered under-construction project
is expected to be delivered in Feb
2025. The builder has used a total area of 8.34
acres, which will be having 19 residential
towers. This residential project will be having
1048 residential units. The builder is

providing two options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK
& 3BHK. The carpet area for the apartments
ranges from 1,185 sq. ft. to 1,185 - 1,435 sq.
ft. The price for the apartments will start from
₹34 Lac & will go up to ₹43 Lac. The residents
of the society would enjoy the facilities like
gymnasium, lift, jogging track, swimming
pool, car parking and many more.

Arocon Rainbow, a residential project in Ghaziabad, to be delivered by Mar 2022:

Residential or commercial, the real estate
market in Delhi-NCR observers an upward

shift. Arocon Real Estate company is coming
up with its new residential project that is
"Arocon Rainbow" located in NH-24
Highway, Ghaziabad. This RERA registered
under-construction project is expected to
be delivered in Mar 2022. The builder has
used a total area of 1.75 acres, which will be
having 2 residential towers. This residential
project will be having 304 residential units.
The builder is providing two options to its
buyers, i.e. 2BHK, & 3BHK. The carpet area

for the apartments ranges from 613 sq. ft. to
719 - 938 sq. ft. The price for the apartments
will start from ₹32 Lac & will go up to ₹42
Lac. The residents of the society would enjoy
the facilities like high-speed elevator,
spacious balcony & elegant entrance lobby,
100% RCC earthquake resistance & many
more.

Mahagun Montage, a residential project in Ghaziabad, to be delivered by Sep 2022:
With increasing connectivity
through the development of
the Delhi Metro and opening
up of many expressways, the
real estate has the curve
towards
extension
and
positivity. Mahagun Group is
coming up with its new
residential project that is
"Mahagun Montage" located in Ghaziabad.
This RERA registered under construction

project is
expected to
be
delivered in
Sep 2022.
The builder
has used a
total area
of
4.71
acres, which will be having 2 residential
towers. This residential project will be having

917 residential units. The builder is providing
four options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK, 3BHK,
4BHK & 5BHK. The carpet area for the
apartments ranges from 594.8 - 761.8 sq. ft.
to 1,997.7 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹30 Lac & will go
up to ₹70 Lac. The residents will enjoy the
facilities like gymnasium, lift, badminton
court, golf course, jogging track, swimming
pool.

Kesar Tree Town, a residential project in Moshi, Pune, to be delivered by Jun 2022:
Kesar Vighnaharta Group is coming up with
its new residential project that is "Kesar Tree
Town" located in Moshi, Pune. This RERA
registered under-construction project is
expected to be delivered in Jun 2022. The
builder has used a total area of 6.33 acres,
which will be having 9 residential towers.
This residential project will be having 658
residential units. The builder is providing

three options
to its buyers,
i.e.
1BHK,
2BHK
&
3BHK.
The
carpet area
for 1BHK will
be 492 - 518
sq. ft., for 2BHK will be 637 - 696 sq. ft. & for

3BHK will be 901 - 946
sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start
from ₹27 Lac & will go up
to ₹60 Lac. The residents
would enjoy the facilities
like gymnasium, lift,
jogging track, swimming
pool and many more.

Yash Sherlyn Avenue, a residential project in Pisoli, Pune, to be delivered by Dec 2023:

The sprawling city of Maharashtra, Pune is a
great educational and cultural hub of India.
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The real estate of the city has been
developing with several builders moving
into the city and constructing residential
as well commercial projects. Yash
Developers, a renowned real estate
company is coming up with its new
residential project that is "Yash Sherlyn
Avenue" located in Pisoli, Pune. This RERA
registered under-construction project is
expected to be delivered in Dec 2023. The

builder has used a total area of 1.63 acres,
which will be having 2 residential towers.
This residential project will be having 128
residential units. The builder is providing one
option to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK. The carpet
area for 2BHK will be 690 - 974 sq. ft. The
price for the apartments will start from ₹40
Lac. The residents of the society would enjoy
the facilities like lift, jogging track, car
parking and many more.
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
Novarch Consultants India Pvt. Ltd.
The Novarch is a multidisciplinary Expert Architecture, Engineering, Planning, Urban design
and Interior Design services organization focused on Collaborative Growth through
Efficiency and Joyful Experiences. The firm was established in 1975 and is based out of
New Delhi, Bareilly (U.P.), Ahmedabad (Gujarat) and Bengaluru (Karnataka).

Areas of Service:

Sectors Served:


























Master Planning
Architecture Design
Detailed Structural Engineering
Plumbing & Fire Fighting Engineering
Electrical Services
Cost Estimation, Bill of Quantity & Material
Specification
Tender Documentation
Working drawings for Site construction
Project Management Services
MEP engineering
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Corporate campuses
Industrial clusters
Public infrastructure
Industrial architecture
Religious architecture
Residential
Commercial architecture
Corporate offices
Hospitality architecture
Healthcare architecture
Institutional architecture
Interior design

17
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
Major Ongoing/Completed Works:
Corporate Campuses
 Johnson Controls - Hitachi Gdc Campus, Kadi, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
 Office for Colorjet Printers, Noida, U.P.
 Eschweiler Micromed, Okhla, New Delhi
Public Infrastructure Design
 Smart City – Bareilly Traffic Junctions, Lakefront Development, Mobility Planning Bareilly, U.P.
 Community Center and Officer’s Club, Indian Oil Paradip, Orissa
 Inland Container Depot Dry Port with Dedicated Railway Line, Bawal, Haryana
Research Labs | Design Centers
 Quality Control Lab for Spice Board of India – Mahape, Mumbai, Maharashtra
 Johnson Controls - Hitachi Gdc Campus, Kadi, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
 Haldiram Worker Convenience Center, Noida
Industrial Clusters
 Seafood Mega Food Park, Bhubaneshwar, Orissa
 Sukhjit Mega Food Park, Kapoorthala, Punjab
 Paradip Plastic Park, Paradip, Orissa
Industrial Architecture
 B.L. Agro Oils Limited, Bareilly, U.P.
 Dantal Hydraulics, Bilaspur, Haryana
 Alstrong Enterprises, Samba, Jammu
Hospitality Architecture
 Ramada Hotel, Aligarh, U.P.
 Suman Grand Resort, Binsar, Uttaranchal
 Hotel Uberai Anand, Bareilly, U.P.
Retail Architecture
 Core Mall, Crossing Republic, Ghaziabad, U.P.
 Decathlon, Jirakpur, Chandigarh
 Skymall, Malout, Punjab
And many more…
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
Ar. Amin Nayyar.
Mohd. Amin Nayyar is a renowned architect with more
than two decades of international experience. In 1995,
he graduated from School of Planning and Architecture,
Delhi where he was part of research conducted on
'Bioclimatic Architecture' with the Bartlett School of
Architecture. He has been a visiting faculty at S.P.A. Delhi
(2002 to 2007), Vastukala Academy (2005 to 2007) and Sushant School of Architecture (2004 to 2007). He established
ANA Design Studio Pvt. Ltd. in 1996, a full-fledged Architecture, Engineering and Project Management firm with
projects across India, West Asia & Africa. He ensures that both are closely knit right from the beginning with a vision
to improve upon implementation. Currently, he is leading projects across India and Africa, of which Landmark Village
Development, a 3 million square feet waterfront in Lagos, Nigeria, is a prestigious one. Another is for Plasser India, an
ongoing Railway Equipment Industry in Gujarat; going to be India's first climate controlled, Internet of Things (IoT) and
Power over Ethernet (PoE) building.
Under his leadership, the firm has delivered some prominent projects such as:





Reliance Technology Group; India’s largest private sector laboratory with 48 super specialty labs in
an area of 5,00,000 sq. ft. in Mumbai.
India’s first LEED Gold certified laboratory: SRL Beas in 2010.
India’s first LEED Gold Cash and Carry, Carrefour, Meerut in 2014.

The winning journey of ANA Design Studio | Mohd Amin Nayyar
Struggles to success can be best felt with the glimpse of the journey of the one-man army Mohd Amin Nayyar who
began from the scratch to stand today as a most sought Architect and Designer. He began his ANA Design Studio Pvt
Ltd/ as a ‘one-man’ enterprise in the year 1996, and from them there was no turning back but to fight struggles and
emerge victorious. Architect Nayyar is a Graduate from the School of Planning and Architecture and since 1996 he has
been a master of his own career. He says
“For the first few years, the fledgling practice tried to scramble for work, with daytime hustling and night time
drafting being the norm.”
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
In the year 2001, the studio got an important break, with
DMRC. Being a progressive organisation, they allowed ANA to
bid for and henceforth they won their first design commission
for buildings. The firm remained their consultants through
Phase 1 and 2. They worked on many projects in the Rithala
and Shahadra sections which gave them their first taste of
working for a large organisation, and experience the
importance of the process, procedures and being organised in
a highly professional style. From there, ANA has grown into a
full-service consulting company, offering design services for
Architecture as well as MEP The one-man army had good days ahead with his well-chosen team. They could build the
trust of their clients. The move to include MEP in their portfolio, was a result of the clients that chose them and their
services. The founder says,
“Being by nature ‘problem solvers’; we seem to find common cause with projects requiring multiple services and a
high degree of performance.”
During the period of 2001 to 2010, ANA Design Studio worked on multiple projects with pharmaceutical and pathology
laboratories and formulation facilities. It gave them a strong background in the understanding, design and
coordination of services. It also allowed them to closely observe the gaps and opportunities between the architecture
and structure design of buildings, and the coordination and performance of MEP systems.
The architect says, “As a philosophy of work, we have always been conscious of working in a developing economy,
where buildings and their services are, in 80% of the cases, the largest Capex and Opex for an investor. Therefore,
money being spent on either the structure or building services, without it being thoroughly optimised, is, in our view,
one of the biggest challenges of the industry.”
Their victory in the design competition for the RTG laboratory building gave them the right opportunity to expand their
services and offer complete MEP solutions in-house. This integration of architecture and services allowed them to
have much better control over the coordination of structure and services, and, more importantly, have a genuine
system of value engineering, built into the process of design.
The transparency of process and communication, allows the client to have visibility and control over the entire process.
The ownership is with a single agency, so it not only speeds up decision making and progress, but is also instrumental
in allowing projects to be delivered for less cost, and improved efficiency. Irrespective of the size of the project, they
deliver all documentation as well as project implementation in BIM. This has resulted in them being able to work
overseas as well. ANA Design Studio currently serve in India, Oman, Dubai and Nigeria. Apart from this, they have
delivered projects in Myanmar, and, as a sub consultant, in Ireland too.
Indeed, great is their achievement working singlehandedly and
offering trustworthy services. The various services ANA Design
Studio provides are•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architecture Design
Interior Design
Electrical Engineering
ELV Services
HVAC Engineering
Plumbing and Fire-fighting Services
Project Management
Building Information Modelling
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
Introduction
Singal Associates (SA) is a Delhi based Landscape Architecture firm
established in 1990 by an internationally experienced Landscape
Architect, Krishan C. Singal. Armed with significant experience in open
space designing, we provide planning and design services through all
phases of landscape design. We practice landscape architecture with
an emphasis on combining creative design solutions with sound
horticultural and environmental considerations. We apply our
landscape knowledge to all of our projects, whether they are in urban, rural, exotic or native habitat.
The firm is embraced by a multi‐disciplinary team of landscape architects & architects which operate under the control
of a father‐son Landscape Architects team, viz. Krishan C. Singal and Chahit Singal who personally ensure maintenance
of high standard of design from the Functional and Aesthetic point of view. The services are rendered with the utmost
consideration for high quality, with respect for and enrichment of the environment, and to provide the client with cost
effective and innovative designs possible within his resources.
The Firm is fully equipped to handle jobs of various types and magnitude. Its activities cover Landscape Architectural
Projects of Airports, Commercial Complexes, Hospitals, Factories & Press Buildings, Institutional & Embassy Projects,
Residential Bungalows, Terrace Gardens, Farm Houses, Housing Complexes, Corporate Offices, Health Clubs, Hotels,
Holiday Resorts, Recreation Parks, Sports Complexes and Township Projects.

Selective Landscape Projects Undertaken by the Firm
Airports / Air Terminals
Commercial Complexes
Hospitals
Factories & Press Buildings
Institutional and Embassy Buildings
Residences, Farm Houses & Terrace Gardens
Housing Complexes & Townships
Hotels & Resorts
Recreation Parks & Sports Complexes

Few Ongoing Residential Projects
•
•
•

Coral Nimrana City Housing at Neemrana in 8.0 acres of land for M/s Coral Group, Jaipur designed by M/s
Shekhawat & Associates Architects Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur – ongoing project.
Aarcity Regency Park Housing at Hissar in 5.0 acres of land for M/s Aarcity Builders Pvt. Ltd. designed by M/s.
Hafeez Contractor, Mumbai – ongoing project.
Mahaluxmi Green Mansion Housing at Greater Noida West in 2.90 acres of land for M/s Mahaluxmi Buildtech
Pvt. Ltd. designed by M/s. Space Designers, Noida – ongoing project.
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
•
•
•
•
•

Sagar Paradise Housing at Gwalior in 2.30 acres of land for M/s Sagar Dwellings Pvt Ltd. designed by Architect
Praveen Jain, Gwalior– ongoing project.
Metrocity Housing at Lucknow in 5.0 acres of land for M/s Arif Industries Pvt. Ltd., Lucknow– ongoing project.
Amaatra Avaasa Housing at Yamuna Expressway in 5.03 acres of land designed by M/s Deepak Mehta &
Associates, New Delhi – ongoing project.
Tata Alipore Housing at Kolkata in 2.77 acres of land for M/s Tata Housing Development Co. Ltd designed by
M/s PLP Architecture Ltd., London – ongoing project.
Tata Adwita Housing at Kolkata in 25.0 acres of land for M/s Ujjwal Barter Private Limited, Kolkata designed
by M/s Kapadia Associates, Mumbai & M/s. Innate, Kolkata – ongoing project.

Few Other Projects
•
Resort at Kasola, Bawal, Haryana (Area 17 acres).
•
Banquet facility at Ghaziabad, U.P (area 2 acres).
•
Regale Inn – Guest house at A2 Chittranjan Park, New Delhi.
•
Club 26 at E1 Sector‐26. Noida (U.P.)
•
Hotel Stadel at Salt Lake, Kolkata for Samcon Resort & Hotel (P) Ltd.
•
D.S. Motel with Banquet facilities in 2.0 acres of land at Nangli Poona, Delhi.
•
Chakra View Revolving Restaurant at Khajuri in 3 acres of land for DRS Group.
•
Tata’s Sports Complex and Housing at Jamshedpur designed by M/S Arvind Gupta Associates, New Delhi. Cost
of Project ‐ Rs. 1 crore (approx.)
•
All India Lawn Tennis Association, New Delhi with Architects Bose Brothers, New Delhi (Competition).
•
Landscape proposal for India Gate Area Conceptual Stage) in association with CRAPHTS, New Delhi.
•
Beautification of Ajmeri Gate, MCD Park at Delhi.
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
About Us
BASICS
Architects is one
of the leading
Architecture,
Planning
&
Interior Design
firms in India
based out of
New Delhi.
Founded
in
2004, by the
highly talented and acclaimed architects Vinod Singhi & Ranju Singhi, the firm provides design solutions for
the Commercial, Residential, Educational and Hospitality segments, in India and across the globe.
At Basics, we design sustainable spaces that bring Humans closer to Nature focusing on their Health and Wellness. The
key philosophy that drives the success of Team Basics is to create “Designs that Deliver”.
These solutions are created by a team of committed, responsive and experienced architects, engineers and designers,
delivered in a transparent and time bound manner.
When you work with Basics, rest assured you have a partner who
understands your business needs and ensures that the designs are closely
aligned with your business goals and success.

Vinod Singhi, Principal Architect & Managing Partner
Vinod has extensive experience in design & development of architectural
projects in Hospitality, Retail, Commercial, Institutional & Heritage
Restoration.
His expertise lies in the field of Architecture as well as Interior Design.
Combined with his construction management experience, Vinod provides
a comprehensive understanding of projects with seamless integration
between Design & Construction.

Ranju Singhi, Principal Architect & Managing Partner
With over 20 years’ experience in the industry, Ranju has worked on a
variety of projects in both Architecture & Interior Design. Her expertise
lies in the design & development of architectural projects in Educational,
Hospitality, Residential, Commercial, Institutional & Heritage Restoration.
Ranju believes in networking and building relationships and is known for
her leadership and delegation skills. She has also been featured amongst
the 50 Successful Women Entrepreneurs 2019 by The CEO Magazine.
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
1. Sharnam Clubhouse
Client: Great Value Developers
Location: Noida
Built- Up Area: 20,000 sq. ft.
Site Area: 0.61 Acres
Year: 2018- 2019
Highlights





Community Living
Feel of Resort
Biophilic façade

2. High Street Development
Location: Zirakpur, Punjab
Built- Up Area: 3,00,000 sq. ft.
Site Area: 3.30 Acres
Year: 2019 Onwards
Highlights
• Shopping, Offices, Hotel, Multiplex, Entertainment
hub, Wellness Centre & Food courts
• Designed for Indian Context

3. Pernod Ricard Dubai HQ
Client: Pernod Ricard Gulf
Location: United Arab Emirates
Built- Up Area: 10,000 sq. ft.
Year: 2019
Highlights






Maximizes Use of Natural Light
Extensive Use of Biophilia
Green Materials & Products
CRI Green Labelled Carpets

4. Ramgarhia School
Client: Private
Location: Private
Built- Up Area: 45,000 sq. ft.
Site Area: 6.7 Acres
Year: 2004 - 2014
Highlights
 Fun & Lively Environment
 Spatial Variety
 Micro Climate
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Projects Snippets
Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Downtown
Pebble Downtown
Commercial
2022
115
6980
Faridabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

White Lily Residency
Parker VRC Infra
Residential
2022
155
12
Sonipat

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

S B Crystal
S B Landcon
Residential
2023
3
0.87
Ghaziabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Winsten Park, Phase II
SKV Infotech
Commercial
2022
50
7.3
Gautam Buddha Nagar

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

BPTP Nest 84B
BPTP Limited
Residential
2024
16
11.18
Faridabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Lakeview
Zion Promoters
Residential
2022
19
4.2
Faridabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

FBD One
Realtech Infrastructure
Commercial
2022
117
9.3
Faridabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

The Decks & EWS
BPTP Limited
Residential
2022
38
2.6
Faridabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Habitat Residences
Conscient Infrastructure
Residential
2025
95
5
Faridabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Rise Sky Bunglows
Rise Project
Residential
2023
145
2.64
Faridabad
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Projects Snippets
Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Ace Palm Floors
Bright Buildtech
Residential
2021
114
49
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Elan Mercado
Elan Limited
Residential
2022
90
3
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Hues & Azalia
Sarv Realtors
Residential
2022
650
32.8
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Aarohan Residences
Vipul Limited
Residential
2022
570
19.2
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Ashiana Mulberry - II
Ashiana Dwellings
Residential
2023
90
2.8
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

SS Omnia
SS Group
Residential
2023
75
2.9
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Emaar Business Dist.
Emaar MGF Land
Commercial
2024
20
5.7
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

102 Eden Estate
Countrywide Promoter
Residential
2024
275
126
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Signature Global Park-IV
Signature Global Homes
Residential
2022
145
15
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Emerald Estate
Emaar MGF Land
Residential
2022
280
11.6
Gurugram
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Cover Story – Innovation in Façade Designing around the World
Introduction to Façade Designing
This article combines passive design
thinking with urban business growth,
which can be the foundation of a
compact
city
with
public
transportation. Although all buildings
should aim for a net zero energy
profile, the majority of city structures
are clad in
cladding
(whether
conventional or
highly glazed)
that
ignores
orientation and
passive
solar
design thinking.
Reduced
air
conditioning
loads can be
achieved
by
using a fabricfirst approach to façade design. A
number of façade design techniques
are examined, with the findings
serving as a vital tool as well as a
design methodology for future

projects. The building envelope is an
important factor in the design,
engineering, and operation of ultralow energy buildings. The building
skin has the ability to redirect and
process daylight, provide natural
ventilation, control heat transfer,

improve occupant well-being, and
establish visual and physical links
between inside and outside, rather
than acting as a static enclosure. A
number of buildings in Central and

Northern Europe have been
constructed in the last 20 years that
use a variety of more advanced
facades expertise than those
typically executed on U.S. buildings.
The facade pattern masks the
system's complexities and offers a
client interface
from which the
client can access
the system. This
design pattern is
classified as a
structural
pattern because
it applies an
interface to an
existing structure
in
order
to
conceal
its
complexities.
This pattern uses a single class to
provide
client-side
simplified
methods while delegating calls to
existing framework classes' methods.

Types of Façade Designs across the Globe

Types of Facade
Designs

Solar Panels
Facade

Graffiti

Dynamic Facade
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Facade Lighting

Daylight Control

Green Facade

Double Skin Façade

Biomimicry Facade
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Cover Story – Innovation in Façade Designing around the World
1. Solar panels
Solar panels for the building facade may seem
obvious in the age of glass facades, but few people
have thought of it, and even fewer have been able to
pull it off stylishly.
The sun's rays are converted into energy by a solar
facade device, and most facades can be used for solar
cladding. Many benefits of ventilated solar facade
technology include energy generation, facade
insulation, additional thermal properties, noise
reduction, and the modernization of old facades.

2.

Graffiti

Graffiti has long been used as a platform for social
change, dissent, and cultural speech. By using buildings as
means of speech, street writers or graffiti artists seem to
want to eradicate the concept of land (symbolised by
buildings). The fight against the concept of property is
inextricably linked to freedom of speech, especially in the
case of graffiti works or phrases that condemn power
violations and discrimination.

3. Facade lighting
Facade lighting not only aids in the identification
of buildings and provides protection, but it also
contributes to the architectural expression.
The GreenPix media wall, which is housed inside
the curtain wall of the Xicui Entertainment Centre
in west Beijing, is a ground-breaking project that
combines sustainable and digital technologies.
It becomes a huge new priority for the digital
artist community with the world's largest colour
light-emitting diode (LED). The skin connects with the interiors of the building and public space outside, transforming
the façade into a sensitive venue for entertainment and public interaction.

4. Green façade
Climbing plants are grown up and around the exterior of a house,
either from plants grown in garden beds at the base or from container
planting built at various levels around the building, to create a green
facade. Green facades can produce a cooler microclimate directly
adjacent to a building, mainly through direct shading of the building
facade, but also through cooling from plant foliage (water
transpiration through the leaves) and evaporative water loss from the
growing medium.
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Cover Story – Innovation in Façade Designing around the World
5. Dynamic façade
Dynamic Façades, also known as
sensitive facades, are a form of
dynamic facade. They have the
ability to understand and learn
from their environment, and they
adapt
their
behaviour
accordingly. The building skin is
not static; it changes dynamically
to
control
the
internal
atmosphere and reduce energy
consumption. They should,
ideally,
include
energygeneration methods. A total of
7,000 angled metal panels with colours that change depending on the orientation make up the installation on the
hospital's facade. The colours change when one walks or drives by the hospital, and the exterior changes in colour.
The panels change colour from yellow to charcoal or vice versa, altering the facade's design in the process.

6. Daylight control
Daylight can be used to offset the use of electrical lighting and have a positive
impact on the occupants' efficiency as well as their mood. When visual or
thermal comfort thresholds are surpassed, occupants appear to draw blinds in
the absence of proper solar power, according to studies. These blinds are likely
to stay closed for a long time, negating the window's possible benefits in the
first place.

7. Double skin façade
The double-skin facade is a method in which a building is made up of two skins,
or facades, that are placed in such a way that air flows through them. The
cavity's ventilation may be normal, fan-assisted, or mechanical. Inside a single
glazed building skin, this device consists of a traditional curtain wall or thermal
mass wall system. Safety, laminated, or insulating glass can be used as the outer
glazing.

8.

Biomimicry Façade

Nature has developed technologies that can be used to address design
issues and build a more sustainable future. When nature faces a challenge,
evolution weeds out the ineffective adaptations and chooses the most
successful ones. Humans could also use biomimicry to solve environmental
issues by studying nature's solutions and adapting them to human designs.
Nature has developed technologies that can be used to address design
issues and build a more sustainable future. When nature faces a challenge,
evolution weeds out the ineffective adaptations and chooses the most
successful ones. Humans could also use biomimicry to solve environmental
issues by studying nature's solutions and adapting them to human designs.
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be more than a token gesture. Employees want concrete action, beginning with an emphasis on their working environment.
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Importance & Relevance of Façade in Architecture
Room Planning, Circulation (both inside and outside the structure), Its Outward Visible Face when the structure is
erected, Landscape, and so on are all major components of a building or structure. A building's space planning can be
excellent, but if its architectural appeal is poor, or if its aesthetics are good but do not fit well with the surrounding
landscape, the building's intent is defeated. In terms of architecture, a structure must be well-planned, and its
elevation (the architectural aspect known as facade) must be nice and appealing. The building's exterior, or height,
becomes a critical component. Whether it's a residential tower, a commercial tower, or a retail or mixed-use structure,
facade construction has reached new heights today.
Stone cladding in the form of stone slabs,
stone grits, or plastered surfaces was
common in earlier buildings, but with
advancements in different cladding materials,
facade construction principles have changed.
We all know that India has tropical climates,
so the amount of radiant heat is enormous. As
a result, energy consumption is often high,
whether it is for cooling the interior spaces
during extreme summers or heating the
interior spaces during extreme winters,
increasing the region's carbon footprint.
There are now two options for dealing with
this problem. One way is to reduce the
window-to-wall ratio. However, it would
severely impair residents' visual connections to their surroundings and have a significant impact on the day light factor,
increasing their reliance on artificial lighting and, as a result, their energy consumption. Second, we use energy efficient
glass elements such as double glass units or insulated glass units, as well as some shading elements, to increase day
light requirements while reducing radiant heat gain from the harsh ambient environment conditions and reducing
glare in interior spaces. To combat this, today there are a variety of facade features that can help reduce carbon
footprint while also giving the building a new look by improving the aesthetics value.

Architecture of Façade
Façade design and curtain walls can help an architect
accomplish a variety of goals. Because of its
environmental credentials, cost, installation properties,
and ease of use, timber cladding is an excellent choice.
We've been able to use timber cladding to produce
facades that both add value to a building and have
beautiful aesthetics. We’ve found our ability to use
timber to blend a building naturally into its location has
been something that takes a building to the next level.
An architect can build extreme detail on a timber façade
that is impossible to achieve with other materials. This
results in very clean and tidy building finishes, which
contributes to a professional and impressive overall
appearance. Timber cladding can be used to produce patterns or illusions on a wall, or it can be used in conjunction
with rugged and rustic materials to create a lovely contrast.
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The type of timber cladding used can have a significant impact on the character of a structure. The colour and
appearance of the wood can vary depending on the species and care. This allows for interesting contrasts and clever
designs that take advantage of the wood's natural characteristics. When it comes to designing and constructing a
façade, there are no set guidelines or procedures to obey. It's completely up to you, and it's a great way to give the
building a personality. Facades and curtain walls are elements that can be seen in both residential and commercial
buildings.

Few Unique Façade Designs across the World
1. Renaissance Republique Paris Hotel by Didier Gomez
The 10-story hotel was originally converted by Angece
Haour Architectes from a former 1970s bank by JeanJacques Fernier. Didier Gomez simply looked out the
building's front doors and absorbed the surrounding area
along Paris' Canal Saint-Martin, seeking inspiration for
transforming the decades-old structure into a luxury
hospitality destination. The facade features an extensive
use of grey marble that pays more homage to the classical
architectural styles that grace the City of Lights. Retro-futuristic lozenge windows dominate the facade, which also
features an extensive use of grey marble.

2. Pavillon Le Corbusier by Le Corbusier
In 1964, legendary architect Le Corbusier and Zurich art dealer
Heidi Weber dreamed an idealised "home and workshop" that
would showcase the modernist luminary's talent to the general
public. The city of Zurich now operates the building as a museum,
showcasing the pinnacle of his singular creativity. Corbusier
checked with Jean Prouvé on the colourful, symmetrical facade,
which upsurges alongside a man-made pond.

3. Ward Village Sales Center by Woods Bagot
This 1962 Honolulu office house, long occupied (and abandoned) by
IBM, was in a sad condition when Woods Bagot director Patrick Daly, a
staunch preservationist, was seduced by the brutalist structure's
concrete brise-soleil. Daly rebuilt the site and finally renamed it the
Ward Village Sales Center. The flowing design of the cast concrete
modules (originally fabricated by Vladimir Ossipoff & Associates
Architects) also served as Daly's primary motif for the new front
courtyard; the honeycomb shape can also be seen in the interior.

4. 10 Bond by Selldorf Architects
The highly anticipated NoHo residential building by
Selldorf Architects has a terracotta exterior with
weathered steel trim and strong perpendicular lines. Its
distinctive facade is reminiscent of the historic New York
neighborhood's low-rise scale and large windows.
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5. Samsung Global Center of Excellence by Gensler
and Morris Adjmi Architects
Samsung's Meatpacking District office, nicknamed the
Global Center of Excellence, is housed in a building designed
by Morris Adjmi Architects, whose glass levels glow like
lanterns when wrapped in a softly twisted exoskeleton of
blackened steel. The angularity of the Gensler-designed
office and showroom space, which spans three floors,
references the building's twisted shape and the
neighbourhood’s oblique orientation collision of street grids.

6.

CHK Central Boathouse by Elliott + Associates Architects

Rand Elliott, a member of the Interior Design Hall of Fame, still has art in
mind. The CHK Central Boathouse, as seen from the nearby Oklahoma
River, resembles public art rather than a facility for the University of Central
Oklahoma women's crew team. Elliott describes a two-level triangle as "the
nose along the river's edge," with golden yellow LEDs running horizontally
through glass planes to form chevrons.

Few Unique Façade Design in India
1. THE BAD STUDIO
This pavillion, planned by The Bad Studio, was built for a
developer's multiple projects on the outskirts of Bharuch City.
Wrapped Volumes, located on the outskirts of Bharuch, serves as
a sales pavilion for the developer's various ventures. The site is
devoid of background, as the adjacent road cuts the site into a
trapezoidal shape.

2.
Ahmedabad
University’s
Engineering and Technology

Institute

of

Vir.mueller architects' architectural design for Ahmedabad's
Institute of Engineering and Technology, which exemplifies
the typology of an academic quadrangle – a central
courtyard garden flanked by student and faculty rooms.

3. Rane Vidyalaya School
Shanmugam Associates built a K12 educational campus as well
as a CSR. Rane Vidyalaya CBSE school is a K-12 educational
campus and a CSR project of Rane Foundation India Pvt. Ltd, a
leading industrial conglomerate. The rural area of
Theerampalayam, where the school is located, lacks proper
educational institutions that provide quality education. The
nearest city, Tiruchirapalli, is 20 kilometres away and is a TierII city in Tamil Nadu, India.
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4. The Park Hotel
The Park Hotel Hyderabad, the flagship hotel for The Park
Hotel Group, was recently completed by Skidmore, Owings
and Merrill LLP (SOM), a New York-based architectural firm.
This 270-room, 531,550-square-foot hotel blends modern,
sustainable design with local craft traditions, and is inspired
by the region's reputation as a hub for gemstone design and
development.

5.

Mondeal Square in Ahmedabad

Office for architecture and design Blocher Blocher India Pvt. Ltd.
designed and built Mondeal Square, a multi-functional building
complex. To form a city's appearance and provide a focal point for
residents and visitors. Both of these characteristics were met by
Mondeal Square almost immediately after it opened.

Future of Façade Engineering
The exterior façade of a building
is one of its most significant
features. The façade of a
building
is
the
primary
environmental modifier of the
interior climate, and it regulates
the building's energy usage to a
large extent. It serves as a
practical weatherproof shield,
preventing unwanted external
influences from accessing the
building interior while enabling
and
monitoring
beneficial
environmental factors including light and fresh air to enter. The façade, however, serves more than just as an
environmental filter; it is also the primary outward expression of architectural purpose. Free form or organic complex
geometry building envelopes have become increasingly popular in recent years. Advanced parametric CAD design
software more widely used in the aeronautical or automotive industries are typically used to design such specialist
façades, keeping in mind the performance requirements needed. Building Information Modelling (BIM) is also
becoming more common for designing construction projects in a 3D design environment. Building information
modelling (BIM) is the method of creating and handling building data during its life cycle. BIM entails representing a
design as a set of ambiguous and unknown objects, such as generic or product-specific solid shapes that are void-space
oriented and bear their geometry relations and attributes. As a result of advances in science, technology, and
engineering, world architecture has advanced dramatically. Architects can now be assured that uniquely shaped
structures can be constructed, and demand for the design industry to benefit from the new viability of a new
generation of architecture is growing.
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Introduction to High Rise Buildings
A high-rise building, also known as a skyscraper, is a multistory structure tall enough to necessitate the use of a
mechanical vertical transportation system such as elevators. A skyscraper is a tall high-rise structure. In the 1880s, the
first high-rise buildings were built in the United States. They emerged in cities where the land prices and high
population densities generated a demand for buildings that rose vertically rather than horizontally, occupying less
valuable land space. Steel structural frames and glass exterior sheathing were used to make high-rise buildings
possible. High-rise building foundations are typically made up of concrete piers, piles, or caissons that are sunk into
the ground to withstand extremely heavy gravity loads. While solid rock beds are preferred, there are ways to spread
loads equally even on relatively soft land. The need for high-rise buildings to withstand the lateral forces exerted by

winds and possible earthquakes is the most important factor in their architecture. Steel or steel and concrete frames
are used in the majority of high-rise buildings. Their frames are made up of columns (vertical support members) and
beams (horizontal support members) (horizontal-support members). To provide greater lateral rigidity to a structural
frame in order to withstand wind stresses, cross-bracing or shear walls can be used. Much more stable frames employ
tightly spaced perimeter columns or the bundled-tube method, in which a variety of framing tubes are bundled
together to create extremely rigid columns.

Impact of Climate Change on High Rise Buildings
Climate change will put buildings at risk. More storms, snow or subsidence destruction, water encroachment,
worsening indoor environment, and reduced building lifetime could increase the risk of collapse, declining health, and
significant loss of value in the future. Buildings, bridges, and other infrastructure must be built to withstand potential
climate changes. Rainwater and meltwater must be directed away from homes, paved areas, highways, and other
structures during wet winters and unexpected, intense downpours. The durability of building materials will be
reduced, and the indoor environment of buildings will be affected by a milder climate. Summers that are hotter would
necessitate further cooling. Higher groundwater levels, higher water levels in streams and watercourses, and a higher
risk of storm surges along the coast make it necessary to protect structures from seepage and flooding.
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Need of Environment Control in High Rise Buildings
The ECS is used in aerospace vehicles such as large commercial aeroplanes to provide passengers with comfortable
flight conditions. In an aeroplane, there are two types of air conditioning systems: air cycle air conditioning and vapour
cycle refrigeration. The source of air used by the ECS for air cycle air-conditioning is normally bleed air from the gas
turbine compressor, which has a relatively high pressure and temperature. Before entering the passenger cabin, the
hot bleed air must be cooled to an appropriate temperature. This is accomplished using a multi-unit air-conditioning
system that includes a variety of heat exchangers cooled by ambient ram air. The primary heat exchanger cools the
hot bleed air from the engine compressor, which is metered via a bleed air valve. The air then passes through an air
cycle system to adjust the pressure, and then through a secondary heat exchanger to adjust the temperature before
entering the cabin.

Cold air coming from the outside has a relentless effect on high rises. The cold air rising from the atria, elevator shafts,
chases, and stairwells is heated by the HVAC systems. The stack impact, as a result of this, induces a rise in pressure
differential. This impact is marginal at ten stories, but it grows in direct proportion to the number of stories. At 120
floors, the skyscraper experiences large pressure differentials, which can cause heating and cooling levels to fluctuate
and elevator doors to become obstructed. Vestibules at each step, on the other hand, can solve this problem. Aside
from advanced temperature control systems, the key to making a super tall building habitable is to develop it to holistic
specifications that prioritise heating and cooling systems during the planning and design phase.

Importance of Environment Control in High Rise Building
Climate provides us with an atmosphere that is ideal for our survival on this planet. It comprises a number of important
elements in our environment, such as air, temperature, water, and wind. The earth's surface temperature can be
maintained at 14°C thanks to solar radiation and the greenhouse effect. However, as numerous industrial activities
increased in recent decades, the greenhouse effect became more intense. CO2 concentrations have increased by 30%
and CH4 concentrations have increased by 150 percent globally in the last 150 years.
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The atmosphere has finally changed as a result of these atmospheric changes, as well as natural forces caused by
humans. The temperature is the most noticeable difference. Since the mid-1800s, the global surface temperature has
increased by 0.6°C. The average temperature in the Northern Hemisphere is about 0.9°C higher than it was a few
centuries before the Industrial Revolution. Carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere will continue to rise as a
result of human development. Climate change would, without a doubt, have a huge impact on our human lives.
Many infrastructure plans must be reassessed as a result of climate change, which can cause a lot of changes.
Researchers have already expressed concern about the science's implications for reservoir yields, flood defence
provisions, wind loads, soil moisture, demands on energy and water supply systems, and other factors affecting
engineering work design and construction.

HVAC System to Control the Climate
Supertall skyscrapers, which soar more than 1,200 feet into the sky, are engineering marvels in every way, from
structural architecture to construction. The technology that makes them livable is less well known: how do you heat
and cool a tower that rises a half mile into the sky?
In a typical high-rise, it's mostly a matter of scale: a single device with a cooling tower and chiller plant on the roof can
service an entire building with large enough pumps and heat exchangers. However, as a structure grows larger, this
one-building, one-system solution becomes too costly, inefficient, and bulky.
Consider the cooling period in a typical HVAC system:
•
•
•
•

The compressor increases the pressure and temperature of the refrigerant by compressing it.
The condenser liquefies the refrigerant vapour by blowing hot outside air over it.
The expansion valve cools the refrigerant by converting it to a low-pressure liquid.
The evaporator converts the cold liquid into a warmer gas by transferring heat.

Conclusion
Evidently, as buildings grow larger and more complex, so must our climate protection and adaptation methods.
Another ambitious project in Dubai is the world's largest shopping mall, according to The Independent. However,
calling it a shopping mall is a misnomer; the project will span 48 million square feet, making it a shopping area.
The Mall of the World is a massive undertaking on so many levels, with the world's largest amusement park, a
Broadway-style theatre district, and an Oxford Street-inspired shopping centre. It is also being billed as the world's
first climate-controlled capital.
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About the Company
Enia in India was started in 2014 as a wholly owned subsidiary of
Enia Architectes, France; when the first competitions were won. The
larger objectives were to experience places and cultures, to
confront the complexity of programs in order to find suitable and
reasonable responses, and to always explore and innovate. Through
the commitment of a dedicated and enthusiastic team of 30
architects, each day we benchmark and demonstrate this through
an exciting diversity of ideas.

Few of the projects of the company
Zero Mile Station & Tower
Nagpur, India
Metro station and commercial development | Nagpur, India
Nagpur Railway Station
Nagpur, India
Transportation, Commercial & Urban Design | Nagpur, India
Sitaburdi Interchange Station
Nagpur, India
Transportation | Nagpur, India
Police Headquarters
Ahmedabad, India
Institutional | Ahmedabad, India
Gaddigodam Metro Plaza & Station
Nagpur, India
Retail & Commercial | Nagpur, India
Kasturchand Park Metro Station & Commercial Development
Nagpur, India
Commercial | Nagpur, India
Zero Mile Secretariat
Nagpur, India
Institutional | Nagpur, India
Rolling Stock Maintenance Depot
Pune, India
Transportation & Commercial | Pune, India
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Redevelopment of Tekdi Road
Nagpur, India
Transportation, Urban Design & Infrastructure |
Nagpur, India
Cotton Market Urban Renewal
Nagpur, India
Urban Design, Master planning & Mix Land use |
Nagpur, India
TTMC Mixed Use Development
Nagpur, India
Mix Land use | Nagpur, India
Santra Market Redevelopment
Nagpur, India
Retail, Commercial & Hospitality | Nagpur, India
CBD at Dhantauli
Nagpur, India
Urban Design, Master planning & Mix Land use |
Nagpur, India
Elevated Metro Stations
Nagpur, India
Transportation | Nagpur, India
Civil Court Interchange Station
Pune, India
Transportation & Commercial | Pune, India
Ambazari Eco Park
Nagpur, India
Landscape | Nagpur, India
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AUM Architects
Our Ideology
AUM Architects is a collaborative architecture & design practice based in Gurgaon,
New Delhi - NCR, India. AUM is the primal sound in space. Space is what we work with,
what we give form and purpose to. The AUM sound reverberates through SPACE. It is
the music of the SPHERES. Just like in the ancient times, where through architecture,
there was a connection sought with the cosmos, here too, we try to discover through
every design act of ours, the very same symbiosis with NATURE. In our experience,
the key to this is through EMPATHY.
We at AUM believe that design constantly challenges the status quo and looks to innovation and cutting edge thinking
to push the boundaries, thereby addressing & evolving new design paradigms. We want to be an integral part of
“Design for Communities” and therefore strive to address the needs of people in a sort of “open source” approach to
life. The essence of our way of designing is to address the fundamentals through
intense programming, & offer solutions for creating designs that have a positive
impact on the environment.
Our focus and ability in the time and cost management of a project has earned us
the respect of our clients most of whom have been with us since our inception.
Testimony to this is the fact that much our growth has been organic and over the
years we have delivered multiple projects to our client set.
Nirmal Kulkarni: Co-Founder and Partner of Gurugram based AUM Architects,
Nirmal graduated from Academy of Architecture, Mumbai in 1980. With a career
spanning over three decades, his design philosophy aims to engage in the subtlety
of form and yet create pragmatic architecture. He believes in engaging in formal
academic education as well as imparting design education informally through his
Not-for-profit Organization Investigating Design (INDES), of which he is a founding
member and strives to make society design enabled at large.
While he is currently the Director at G.D. Goenka School of Architecture, Sohna
Road, Gurugram, he has been invited as a faculty and jury member at various
forums and institutions like School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi and
Sushant School of Art and Architecture, Gurugram as well as several forums and
workshops like NASA India and FOAID among many others.
Neha Kulkarni: Co-Founder and Partner of Gurugram based AUM Architects,
Neha graduated from Sir J.J. College of Architecture, Mumbai. She
has accumulated a wealth of experience by working on various projects over the
course of 30 years with her design philosophy stemming from her quick-thinking
and the ability to ideate and create an architecture which is rooted in tradition
and context, yet contemporary and modern in its approach. She has worked on
select Planning & Research Projects and is passionate about imparting design
thinking education. She is currently a visiting faculty at Sushant School of Architecture, Gurugram and has been a part
of various design juries and forums like Acetech 2017, Design Wall and FOAID 2017 among many others.
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Other Services:
Space Planning, Furniture Design, Colour Co-ordination and MEP Design, Automation, Soft Furnishings, Modular
Kitchen, Wall Finishes, Art Consultancy, Vastu Compliant Planning, Aroma and Colour Therapy,
Interior Styling, 3D Visualisation, Interior Photography, Lighting Design
SERVICES OFFERED
We believe in capturing the spirit of the client and essence of the space.
Specializing in high end interiors, We've created beautiful, living spaces for private and commercial clients placing
importance in the interior and exterior design. Services offered are as Architecture Interior Bespoke Facade Turnkey
Accessories and Vastu Furniture Design Execution and Décor.

Portfolio
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VYOM is India’s leading
architecture design practice,
working
across
diverse
typologies
to
craft
meaningful spaces.
Founded in 2000 and
headquartered out of New
Delhi,
VYOM’s
design
philosophy blends art and
science together to shape meaningful spaces that meet the needs of comfort, leisure, work, religion and health, while
creating identifies in the built form. From corporate offices, institutional, industrial, hospitality and residential
buildings to master plans of corporate set ups and design of townships — VYOM has the right combination of design
and technical skills, construction and project management expense, as well as industry -experience to help deliver
enhanced quality, innovation, value and experiences. With a singular focus on serving clients with integrated services,
VYOM offers industry expense and extensive experience across varied domains, in India as well as globally. Using
design as a tool to craft meaningful experiences, VYOM endeavors to create a meaningful spatial experience where
people are encouraged by their environment to be at their best.
VYOM in Sanskrit means infinite space. We delve into the limitless, undefined spaces and piece together a spatial
experience to create meaningful spaces.
Architecture is both, an art and a science. The creation of human habitat combines finesse of an artist while the rigor
of material specifications and numbers incudes the precision of an engineer. This is manifested in our logo, which is a
planar view people seated together, enclosing a space and endowing it with a definition.

Clients
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Sachin Sachdev is an architect from the School of Planning and Architecture, New
Delhi. In the year 1998, while he was still in his third year of college, he
conceptualized VYOM, meaning undefined space in Sanskrit. From its humble
beginnings, VYOM is now a fifty-eight people organization and is India's leading
architectural design practice, working across diverse typologies to craft meaningful
spaces. It also has its own in-house resources to handle large-scale EPC projects
integrated with its customized joinery brand called Apeiros.
Sachin's vision through VYOM is to create meaningful spaces for people to work
and live, while optimizing resources, maintaining a high level of design quality in
line with environmental compatibility. VYOM's design philosophy blends art and
science together to shape meaningful spaces that meet the needs of comfort,
leisure, work, religion and health, while creating identities in the built form. From
corporate offices, institutional, industrial, hospitality and residential buildings to
master plans of corporate set ups and design of townships - VYOM
strives to deliver design and technical skills, construction and project
management expertise, as well as industry experience to help
deliver enhanced quality, innovation, value and experiences.

Sachin Sachdev
Founder Director
VYOM

Team
The key to VYOM's strong foundation lies in its highly qualified, welltrained and motivated team of architects, engineers, managers and
designers. Their professional expertise, technical know-how,
effective strategic development and accurate visualization acumen
gives VYOM the required competitive edge in the architecture,
engineering and construction domain.
The VYOM team comprises of people with a passion to do their best;
guided by high ethical standards, a passionate, driven and skilled
team of architects, engineers, designers and managers work in
tandem to produce quality design solutions. The collaborative intent
is to craft design and products that reflect the integrity of a novel,
and customer-oriented thought process, professional expertise, and
technical knowledge
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R Mani & Associates
Introduction
As one of India's long standing and reputed design consultancy firm, our specialty encompasses of design disciplines
ranging from Architecture to Interior, Lighting to Urban design. Over the years we have earned the reputation of being
versatile and innovative while continually seeking to offer effective and creative solutions for challenging
opportunities. We firmly believe that design is a continuous journey of evolution which reflects the socioeconomic
structure and natural elements and that no design should be looked in isolation or as a single operation, but as a fusion
of ideas to create a harmonious environment. Every job we have handled ranging from factories to housing projects
to corporate interiors to landscaping projects required different approach and solutions customized uniquely to each
project.
Key Factor of Success
The expertise of the Principal Architect Rohini Mani has
evolved from many years of experience in various
disciplines of designs from the firm RMA's inception in
1982. As a boutique firm, our strength lies in the
involvement of the Principal on projects from conception
to construction, always keeping in mind the client's
ultimate objective. Our success is based in its holistic and
sensitive approach to any design, which is achieved by its
close co-ordination with the clients and consultants from
all allied disciplines. This is clearly demonstrated through
the full depth of our impressive client list. To name a few
prestigious clients such as Philips, CDAC, Breach candy
hospital, Atul Itd, Siemens, Hindustan Unilever, C.G. and
Omnicon etc. The projects handled varies in magnitude
and we have many firsts to our credit, like designing the
mainstream computer factory (PSI Data Factory in
Bangalore) with state of the art facilities and creating a
design prototype for international brands such as Lakme
and Aviance. We were also the forerunners in Modular
furniture specially developed by Godrej for the CDAC
(Centre for Development of Advanced Computing).
The principal's passion for lighting started 20 years back
with the design of Philips Show Shops at Chennai and
Mumbai, and designing the "Lighting Application
Centre's" for Philips at Calcutta and Chennai. At LAC the
design involved a challenging task to provide interiors to
meet multiple lighting applications in one single location.
This experience resulted in a complete understanding of
lighting and its application at the conceptual stages of
design itself and this has been fully utilised in all further
projects done by RMA. We derive great satisfaction in
the opportunity we have got in diverse projects.
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Rohini Mani, Principal Architect
Currently the firm is involved in urban level projects, redefining the defunct community spaces to habitable and high
congregation spaces. Beautification of Haji Ali promenade and Hegdewar Garden at Ghatkopar for MCGM was
created on themes involving landscaping and lighting design for varied usergroup. Kalina Tank playground project
for sports, also for MCGM is part of a residential neighbourhood, which is presently devoid of active sports area.
Logical and creative exploration to produce outcomes those are specific to each project is the salient method of our
working.
Our Strength
Today our firm has the maturity of handling any challenging project, from conception to inception, keeping in pace
with global trends расе. Our strength in successfully carrying out the project, lies in our ability to discern the underlying
need (DNA) of each project, creating a design and environment within the limited parameters of budget and time to
the satisfaction of the clients.
Key Projects
Hindustan Unilever Ltd
Crompton Greaves Ltd
Philips India Ltd
ESAB India Ltd
Siemens Ltd
CEDAC
Prime Properties
Atul Ltd
Bekitt Rankine
Carbon Everflow Ltd
Union Bank of India
Satyam Infoway Ltd
Cerebrus Consultants
Roop Ultrasonic Telesonic Ltd
Western Naval Command
Rediffusion Dye Advertising Office- Mumbai
Duphar Interfam Ltd Office- Mumbai
Pan-Am 1st Class Lounge - Mumbai
Otis Elevator, Gateway Bldg Office - Mumbai
Trans Oceanic Travls Office- Bangalore
Sandoz India Ltd Office- Mumbai
Sunways Pharmacuetical Office- Mumbai
Almonard Ltd Corporate Office-Mumbai
Anand Bazar Patrika (Abp)- Mumbai
Ion Exchange Ltd Office - Mumbai
Omnicon India Office - Mumbai
Lakme Beauty Salon For Franchisee In India
Reserve Bank Of India
Breach Candy Hospital
Arun Nanda Residence- Mumbai
Ajit Balakrishanan Residence- Mumbai
RBI Governor Residence- Mumbai
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Buildings that are 3D printed are becoming increasingly popular. The construction of complex structures has become
quick and straightforward thanks to 3D printing. It also takes a short amount of time to complete the building. In just
a few hours, an entire house can be printed. Construction firms have made
significant progress in 3D printing homes in recent years. The groundbreaking technology enables businesses to experiment with new structural
forms, minimise waste and costs, and increase construction site safety. The
$3 billion demand for 3D housing alone is expected to hit $40 billion by 2027,
up from $70 million in 2017.

The Chinese 3D Printed Home
The ZhuoDa Group, a Chinese construction firm, has set the bar high. In less
than three hours, the company was able to build a two-story villa. The entire
project took about ten days to complete, including construction. The
ZhuoDa Group was able to create six separate 3D printed modules with the
aid of a large 3D printer. These modules can withstand earthquakes with a
magnitude of up to 9. Furthermore, these modules are fireproof. Industrial
and agricultural waste were used to create the products. As a result, you're
also helping to make the world a greener place. The modules were
connected to form the entire building. The company completed 90 percent
of the work off-site in order to complete the project. They simply shipped
the modules to the installation site and connected them. As a result, building
costs can be significantly reduced.

Dubai Future Foundation
Gensler built the world's first 3D-printed office building
complex for the United Arab Emirates National
Committee as the headquarters for the Dubai Future
Foundation, which is a 2,600-square-foot, single-story,
multi-building campus (DFF). The 3D printed structure is
attractive and equipped with all of the facilities that an
office needs. The structure is built in an arc form to
provide structural stability and protection. It also
incorporates the most recent additions. For example,
designs that reduce energy consumption and information
system management that is sustainable. The structure is
2,700 square feet in size and cost $140,000 to build. Various mobile 3D printers were used to build the structure. In
addition, the construction material was a blend of cement and other building materials. It took 17 days to print the
pieces. In addition, the installation took just two days.

3D Printed Building in the Netherlands
DUS Architects designed the structure. It is shaped like a
sailing boat. The sail is draping right on top of the 3D
printed structure. And it does seem to be mesmerising.
Actual, Neptunes, Henkel, and TenTech were among the
companies that helped manage and create the project.
The structure was built using large 3D printers that used
FDM technology. The bio-plastic-based material was
created specifically for this mission. The structure, on the
other hand, was demolished in 2016.
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Special Coverage – 3D Printed Construction around the Globe
DFAB House in Switzerland
In February of this year, 3D printing technology
reawakened the optimism of the community's believers.
You'd know what we're talking about if we mentioned the
DFAB HOUSE. This is the world's first digitally constructed
and planned house that is being occupied by humans.
Professors at ETH Zurich were asked to participate in this
project. Professors partnered with industry partners to
make their plan come to life in reality. The 3D printed
building was given the form that they wanted using robots
and 3D printers. This is not a small home, but a three-story
building. It also looks great on the NEST platform. The
structure's aim is to investigate the greater possibilities of 3D printed structures and their energy-saving technology in
real time. As a result, there are more reasons for builders to incorporate 3D printers and cutting-edge technology into
their designs. The structure is 200 square metres in size.

Netherlands Bicycle Bridge
One of the most interesting architectural works you can see is a 3.5-metrewide and 8-metre-long bicycle bridge. It is a collaboration between
Eindhoven Technical University and BAM, a UK construction company.
Reinforced and pre-stressed concrete was used in the construction of the
bridge. The project paid special attention to the riders' safety. The bridge's
architecture is meticulously designed to ensure the safety of bikers. The
bridge is made up of eight different components. This were written and
then adhered to each other with a concrete mortar. Offsite 3D printing
was used. Furthermore, the various parts were connected at the
installation site. The bridge links Gemert's various cities. When it comes
to the material used, there are many advantages to using a customised
concrete mixture over a standard one. It embodies unique properties and
allows for waste-free building.

Castle in Minnesota
Excess waste generation, energy-inefficient solutions, and a
variety of other problems may all be solved with 3D printed
buildings. Furthermore, these may be extremely sexy. The
beautiful small castle is the perfect example to demonstrate this.
It is the work of Andrey Rudenko, who is also the creator of the
3D Concrete House Printer, and it is located in Minnesota. Andrey
used the printer to produce this incredible architectural structure
that transports us back to the world of fairy tales. As soon as it
made the headlines, it became a big success. It had curves and
defined edges, indicating that the 3D printer was capable of a
wide range of tasks. The challenge was unveiled through the
design, and the technology triumphed. The developed 3D printer
will produce concrete layers with a height of 10 mm and a width of 30 mm. As a result, finer details can be printed
alongside the building's layers, allowing for more detailed printing. And, given the level of precision attained in
concrete construction, the work is commendable. In 2014, the project was completed. Since then, it has served as a
motivator for many architects and makers who want to explore the larger field of architecture.
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Architectural Facts
Buried under rock lies the 'Oracle
Chamber' in Malta. The ancient temple
dates back to nearly 3,500 years ago
and holds a unique secret. Its structure
resonates at 111 Hz, or the 'holy
frequency.' Scientists says, this frequency
is said to heal.

Girih Tiles, used by Islamic Architects for
Hundreds of Years, Are Mathematically
Similar to Penrose Tiling, Discovered in the
1970s
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Kailashnath Temple in Ellora is carved
out of on Single Rock starting from
Reverse. First the roof then the pillars
& finally the base. This is the only
structure to be built in such a way.

"The Sims" Was Originally Designed as an
Architecture Simulator
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Architectural Facts
The Empire State Building Generates
More Revenue from its Observation Decks
than from its 85 Floors of Office Space

The Pantheon has the largest
unsupported dome in the world and
features a mysterious hole at the top
called an ‘oculus’.
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30 St Mary Axe, designed by Norman Foster
is aerodynamically designed so that wind
actually wraps around it, reducing its
impact.

The Great Pyramid was the Tallest ManMade Construction in the World for
Almost 4,000 Years, Until Lincoln
Cathedral – With its 160m Spire – was
Built in AD 1311.
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Architectural Briefs
Concept & method of designing theatres and cinemas:

Designing theatres and cinemas requires a lot
of knowledge, complexity and technicality.
Theatre does not require any special build
form but it requires knowledge and

techniques to maintain the voices and audio
system. Every theatre is unique in its build
quality and design. We generally think that
the cushioned recliners, chairs, sofas are
provided to offer comfort to the customer
but its main purpose is to maintain audio and
noise inside the theatre. Generally, we see a
red or blue theme inside the movie theatres
which is because of the lighting effect as any
other colour will disturb the lighting effect in
the movie hall. There are different forms of

theatre like a cinema hall, a theatre with a
stage, open theatre, outdoor theatre and
each theatre involves its unique architectural
style and design. The primary goal of theatre
design is to improve the audience's
experience during an ongoing performance
of the artist or performer. From culture to
culture, the unique architectural elements
considered for designing can vary.

Green Energy: How can it be incorporated into everyday routines & Homes?
As the whole world is seeing a rapid increase
in the pollution rates and a sudden depletion
in the quality of the air, water and other
natural resources in our daily life, more and
more people are willing to move towards the
use of Green Energy. Architects and
Construction companies are making their
projects more environment friendly and
suggesting their clients use more and more
energy-saving options in their homes. Some of
the most common options to include Energy
Saving Lifestyle are Solar Power and Heating,

Renewables-based Electricity Supply, Wind
Energy, Air Source Heat Pumps, Biomass

Systems, Hydroelectric Systems and many
more. Solar Panels can be used to convert the
sun’s energy to electricity which the houses.
Biomass Energy is very flexible and can be
used to power vehicles, heat buildings and
produce electricity. Air Source Heat Pumps
(ASHP) are used to heat houses by absorbing
the air outside the house and can be used in
underfloor heating systems and radiators.
These options can be a small but essential
step towards a cleaner environment for
future generations to come.

Architectural Applications and Softwares in your Smartphone:
There have been continuous innovations in
the field of technology that is being used in
architecture. There have been many
innovations to include these technologies in
smartphones also. ‘Graphisoft’s BIMx’ app
can be used by architects to present 2D and
3D models, present the floor plans. Another
feature of the application is that the
architects can share the real-time models on
BIMx with the clients including 2D and 3D
content. ‘Autodesk Formit’ can be used to
create and edit models on the phone and
tablet. Some recently added features also

include location-aware Shadow Study tool
and real-world site information. FiftyThree
Inc.'s 'Paper' app allows you to capture
drawings, diagrams, illustrations, or notes
and share them on the internet. The
application is used by more and more
architects to share their ideas. Another app
developed by Autodesk is ‘Autodesk 360’
which is an extremely fundamental app and
can be installed on your smartphone to
access all your drawings. Architects can also
view, create or edit any drawings.

3D Printed House: A dream for the future or a reality come true?
As 3D Printing has
expanded over the
past few decades,
3D printed décor
products
have
been in the trend
for a while now but
the next trend that
has been discussed
all over the world is
3D Printed houses.
The first US neighbourhood made entirely of
3D-printed homes which will be constructed
in the desert landscape of California's
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Coachella
Valley. A
five-acre
parcel of
land
in
Rancho
Mirage will
be turned
into
a
planned
community of 15 3D-printed, eco-friendly
homes, claiming to be the first of its kind,
thanks to a collaboration between two

California companies that are Palari which is
a sustainable real estate development group,
and Mighty Buildings, a construction
technology company. The company’s printers
can build 350 sq. ft. houses in less than a day,
stated Sam Ruben, the Co-founder and Chief
Sustainability Officer of Mighty. According to
a report by BBC, when compared to
“traditional” construction methods, the cost
in building 3D houses will be 20% lower. Also,
in the next five years, the 3D House Printing
industry is expected to decrease construction
labour costs by 25%.
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Architectural Briefs
Construction Dilemma: Red Brick or Concrete Block?

Red brick has been the oldest and most
extensively used building material and it is
made primarily of clay. On the other hand,
new innovations like precast concrete blocks
made from cement and fine aggregates.

Although, red bricks have many advantages
including heat protection in summers and
more durability, soon people realised the
environmental factors being harmed in the
process of red brick making. It takes up a lot
of wood, hay and agricultural-level clay in the
baking of the red brick and the amount of
smoke it produces is tremendous. On the
other hand, concrete slabs/blocks use raw
materials like stone aggregates, sand,
cement, water and machine which moulds
them together. Thus in the process doesn’t
consume agricultural land and natural

resource such as good quality agricultural
Soil, wood as burning fuel and is a much
environment friendly option. Compared on a
monetary level, an average red brick, comes
at an average price of Rs. 3-11 per piece
whereas a concrete slab, which is
comparatively double the size comes at an
average price of Rs. 8-50 per piece. Red brick
is still used a major construction material in
India but Concrete slabs are being used more
and more in new construction projects all
over India.

Indoor Parks: The New and Safe Play Area
Despite the importance of allowing children
to play in public and outdoor areas, it is
difficult to find appropriate prepared
environments for children in today's world.
Indoor playgrounds give children a fun and
healthy atmosphere in which they can learn
about urban life and become involved
members of their communities. As a result,
it's understandable that families are
increasingly creating leisure spaces in their
homes, providing their children with the

proven to be a great place to take your
children to have fun, be involved, and most
importantly, play in a healthy, clean, and
colourful atmosphere. Slides, ball pools,
tunnels, bridges, trampolines, adventure
zones, and other soft play equipment will
keep kids entertained for hours in welldesigned indoor play areas.
independence and protection they need to
learn and develop. Indoor play areas have

The rise of wooden skyscrapers:

Skyscraper, a very high, multistoried
structure. The term skyscraper basically used
to constructions of 10 to 20 stories, but by the

late 20th century the word was applied to
represent high-rise buildings of great height,
usually higher than 40 or 50 stories. If we
ignore steel and concrete, nowadays wood is
the most advanced go-to material for
constructing skyscrapers. The renewable
resource has huge potential. Wood can be an
environmentally-friendly option as well.
Wood is a renewable resource as it turns back
after being logged and planting trees
eliminates the greenhouse gas CO2 from the
atmosphere. Wood-based elements use

more limited energy to build as compared to
steel or cement. And also thin wooden walls
defeat sound. If we take the latest example of
a wooden skyscraper then it would be
Mjøstårnet which is an 18-storey mixed-use
building in Brumunddal, Norway, formed in
March 2019. It is formally the world's biggest
timber construction, at 85.4 m (280 ft) tall.
Mjøstårnet explains as "the tower of lake
Mjøsa". The building is identified after
Norway's largest lake, which it is located next
to.

Concept of Vernacular architecture & why it is important?
Vernacular architecture is defined as a
constructed environment that is based upon
local requirements; determined by the
availability of appropriate elements inherent
to its appropriate region and reveals local
customs and cultural traditions. Ordinarily,
the research of vernacular architecture did
not
acknowledge
officially
schooled
architects, but rather that of the design
talents and culture of local constructors, who
were unusually delivered any attribution for
the commitment. Moreover, vernacular
architecture has been reviewed by designers
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and the construction industry to be more
power alert with modern design and
architecture a part of more widespread
engagement in sustainable design. It is
important because Vernacular architecture
adheres to primary green architectural
sources of energy-saving elements and
supplies in near concurrence to the place.
These structures benefit from the original
understanding of how structures can be
efficiently designed as well as how to take
benefit of historical elements and support.
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Eldrok is India’s leading B2B conference and exhibitions company, dedicated for Education and Architecture Sectors. We have one of
largest dedicated sector specific community followership in India i.e. 59,000+ followers across our leading social media platforms.
For more information, please contact: +91-12-4475 1840, +91-83750 27737 mail us on - gaggarwal@eldrok.com
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